
  

  

Abstract— Walking is an essential motion in daily living 
activities and a variety of methods have been explored in order 
to well understand walking mechanism. Among them, recently, 
angular momentum-based analysis has been in spotlight. In this 
paper, we show how whole-body angular momentum (WAM) is 
regulated by analyzing phase difference between 12 body 
segment angular momenta. The phase difference-based 
approach will be further investigated deeply for not only 
understanding human walking strategy but also designing a 
stability index to assess balance of a lower limb exoskeleton 
supporting human walking. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Walking as well as mechanism behind walking have been 
brought to the attention of diverse experts such as medical 
doctor, therapist, and even roboticist due to its importance in 
daily living activities and bipedal robots. Up to date, many 
researches have been performed in order to clarify walking 
mechanism and recently, angular momentum has been 
regarded as a parameter which is regulated to keep balance in 
walking [1]. In this paper, we present a novel analysis method 
of angular momentum, which is based on phase difference 
between angular momenta of 12 body segments: head, trunk, 
both upper and forearms, both upper and lower legs, and both 
feet. Phase difference is calculated by the Telleggen’s 
quasipower theorem [2] and the results of the analysis show 
how the body segments contribute to regulation of whole-
body angular momentum (WAM) during walking. 

II.  METHOD 

One healthy subject participated in the experiment and 
kinematic data of 12 body segments during straight walking 
with 0.6 m/sec were recorded using inertial sensors (Xsens 
Inc.) attached on the limbs. Kinematic data recorded for 4 
gait cycles and anthropometric data [3] were utilized for 
calculation of normalized WAM and segment angular 
momenta. Fast Fourier Transform was used to calculate the 
dominant frequency of whole-body and each segment´s 
angular momentum during gait cycle. Finally Telleggen’s 
quasipower theorem was employed to calculate phase 
difference between segment angular momenta.  

III.  RESULTS 

A. Dominant Frequency of Segment Angular momentum 

 The dominant frequencies of WAM with respect to spatial 
coordinate are shown in TABLE I. The anterior-posterior and 
vertical directions have the same dominant frequency as that 
of gait cycle (1.133 sec) while the dominant frequency in 
medio-lateral direction is 3.5 times higher. In addition, the 
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dominant frequencies of segments angular momenta are 
equivalent to that of gait cycle apart from head and trunk, as 
seen in TABLE I.   

TABLE I.  DOMINANT FREQUENCIES(HZ) OF NORMALIZED WAM,  
HEAD AND TRUNK ANLGULAR MOMENTA FOR GAIT CYCLE 

Segment 
Direction 

Anterior-posterior 
(walking direction) 

Medio-lateral Vertical 

WAM 0.87 3.04 0.87 

Head 0.87 2.60 1.31 

Trunk 2.17 0.87 0.87 

 

B. Phase Difference 

Since WAM is calculated by adding up all segments 
angular momenta, the only way to regulate WAM is for the 
segments angular momenta to cancel each other out. This 
implies that phase difference of some segments angular 
momenta should be close to 180° (or -180°). TABLE II 
shows pairs of segments whose absolute phase difference is 
close to 180°. 

TABLE II.  PAIRS OF SEGMENTS THAT HAVE ABSOLUTE PHASE 
DIFFERENCE CLOSED TO 180° 

Direction Pair of Segments  
Anterior-
posterior 

T-LT (146°), T-LC (146°), T-LF (140°) 

Medio-
lateral 

RUA-LT (168°), LUA-RT (168°), RFA-RT (157°), LFA-
LT (168°), RFA-RF (167°), LFA-LF (166°), RT-
LF(166°), RT-LC (170°), LT-RF (165°), LT-RC (169°), 
RC-LF (175°), LC-RF (176°), RF-LF (176°) 

Vertical 
RUA-RF (164°), RUA-RC (167°), RUA-RT (169°), 
RUA-LT (174°), LUA-RT (161°), LUA-LT (163°), RFA-
LC (169°), RFA-RC (171°), LFA-LT (170°)  

T(trunk), LT/RT(left and right thigh), LC/RC(left and right calf) LF/RF(left and right 
foot), LUA/RUA(left and right upper arm), LFA/RFA (left and right forearm) 

IV.  CONCLUSION 
 

We presented phase difference between body segments 
angular momenta in walking. The results reveal that some 
pairs of segments have phase difference of 180°, indicating 
cancellation between segment angular momenta occurs so 
that WAM is regulated during walking. Further study on the 
topic will enable to improve understanding of human walking 
mechanism as well as play an important role in designing a 
stability index to be adopted for lower limb exoskeleton 
operation.  
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